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This informational e-book describes Ramadan to younger readers are who most likely nonMuslim. It does a good activity illustrating the various features of Ramadan, in particular
concerning how young children adventure and detect it. Additionally, it presents a basic
evaluate of the faith of Islam. it truly is a part of a chain of books name “On My Own: Holidays”,
giving little ones a chance find out about a various number of holidays. The publication could be
applicable for complex first grade readers on up. i might reflect on incorporating it into the
school room if Ramadan happens through the university year, specially if i've got scholars
who're Muslim. i believe it will be important for kids to discover and study appreciate for the
cultures and ideology in their peers. If I have been to exploit this e-book within the classroom, i'd
additionally take the chance to Ramadan (On My Own Holidays) exploit informational books to
learn to teenagers approximately different cultures and religions represented within the class.
this might attach specially good with a social experiences subject approximately diverse
cultures.
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